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Summary
The combined bank would continue to outperform peers on an performance basis.
The combined bank would continue to have high asset quality.
The market's negativity has driven down the shares of SBSI, but negativity could be temporary.
OABC shareholders could potentially get a better offer, however, the combined bank would be powerful in the long-term.

There are times when the market's knee jerk reaction is justified but other times when we scratch our heads in bewilderment. This brings us to a
recently announced merger of OmniAmerican Bancorp (OABC) into Southside Bancshares (SBSI). We originally postulated that OmniAmerican's
banking operations were underperforming although had very attractive branch locations in one of the fastest growing areas in the US, the
Dallas/Fort Worth metro area, and would be an attractive buyout target. Lucky for us, our thesis worked out in less than two months, but at a lower
price than we estimated. Other shareholders are in agreement that the price of the merger is a bit low, but we want to focus on the market's
reaction towards Southside's shares. Since the announcement, Southside Bancshares' shares have dropped considerably and the only reason we
can see is that the market does not think that OmniAmerican's operations would be an attractive addition to Southside. We disagree; Southside is
getting OmniAmerican Bank at a very attractive price, almost too good, that should benefit long-term operations. We will also look at the merger
from a OmniAmerican Bank shareholder's perspective.

Southside Bancshares' operations have been performing very well compared to peers and has dominant deposit market share positions in Tyler
County and Smith County. The bank has a ROA of 1.2% and a ROE of 16.5% while the costs have been kept in check since the bank has a low
50% operating efficiency ratio. Granted, OmniAmerican has not been too profitable since the recession and now has a ROA of 0.48% and ROE
just above 3%, but the combined bank would still be performing above peers while trading below them.

Let's start off by doing some back of the hand pro forma calculations of the balance sheet.

*Note that these numbers are based on numbers as of 12/31/2013*

Assets Loans Deposits Loans/Deposits

SBSI $3.4 billion$1.332 billion$2.5 billion 53.46%

OABC $1.4 billion$826 million $813 million 102.18%

Combined$4.8 billion$2.158 billion$3.313 billion65%

(Source: Various 10ks)

SBSI has been able to realize profitability while having only 53% of deposits loaned out, which means that interest income is coming from sources
other than loans. SBSI had 38% of interest income derived from investment securities. Interest income from investment securities is not always the
most conservative avenue to acquire interest income, since such a strategy means that management is trying to perform securities arbitrage.
Community banks rarely have the expertise to utilize securities arbitrage making it a risky long-term strategy, but SBSI has shown that they can
leverage this strategy. By buying OmniAmerican Bank SBSI is growing their loan portfolio and moving away from the securities arbitrage strategy.
It makes sense that SBSI is trying to increase their focus more on interest from loans since this is a lower risk long term strategy. We like
community banks to have 75-85% of their deposits loaned out to be a properly "loaned-up" institution. OmniAmerican has been the opposite side
of the spectrum by loaning out slightly more than the deposits held or in other words has been "over-loaned." A bank that is not able to produce
average profits from such large portions of loans is not a well run bank. Thankfully, a well run bank can acquire a poorer run bank and acquire the
loans into its structure for better returns. So, when SBSI and OABC are combined the surviving entity is actually in a better position reaching closer
to the lower part of the "loaned-up" status.
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The combined entity will also be in a better position because current customers of OmniAmerican will have more products and services than
previously available. This means that cross-selling to current customers will provide for added loan growth from the previously poorly performing
OmniAmerican operations.

Operational redundancies are normally present in merging banks which could allow for cost savings. Currently, SBSI's efficiency ratio is 57%, but
we estimate that with OABC's nearly 80% efficiency ratio that the pro forma numbers would be ~62%. Although the efficiency number would be
higher than peers, we think that over time the overall operating efficiency number would trend back towards the peer average with cost saves.

Wall Street almost must be focusing on the poor profitability of OmniAmerican and quickly assuming that it will bring Southside's profitability down
considerably. Although profitability will be impaired in the short-term, SBSI's profitability should still be above peers and long-term profitability
should continue to improve with operational synergies. A simple calculation of the combined entities would indicate that ROAA would be near 1%
and ROAE would still be above 10%. Peers currently average 0.95% ROAA and 7.85% ROAE.

Book ValueNet Income Assets ROAAROAE

SBSI $259 million$41.2 million$3.4 billion1.22% 16.5%

OABC $207 million$6.5 million $1.4 billion0.48% 3.12%

Combined$466 million$47.7 million$4.8 billion0.99% 10.23%

(Source: Various 10ks)

(click to enlarge) (Source: SNL
Financial Data from SBSI website w/our modifications)

The market overlooks OmniAmerican Bank's attractive loan portfolio. Once merged, Southside Bancshares would have comparable asset quality
to its current operations and mostly inline with peers. The combination would lead to a more positive net charge offs (NCOs)/Avg Loans and a
similar NPA/Asset level. The only area that would could potentially be in need of improving would be reserves for loan losses, but that would be
easy for the bank to modify.

NPA/Assets NCOs/Avg LoansReserves/LoansReserves/NPAs

SBSI $13.6 million $10.6 million $18.9 million $18.9 million

OABC $5.37 million $2.7 million $2.25 million $2.25 million

Combined $18.97 million$13.3 million $21.15 million $21.15 million

Total Assets, Loans, NPAs$4.8 billion $2.158 billion $2.158 billion $18.97 million

Combined Ratios 0.39 0.61 0.98 111.5%

(Source: Various 10ks)

(click to enlarge) (Source: SNL
Financial Data from SBSI website w/our modifications)

If the merger were to go through, the surviving bank would still be performing above average with improving asset quality in an attractive market.
The market sent SBSI's shares to 2x tangible book which is below the 2.1x tangible book of peers. Our opinion is that SBSI is an above average
performing banking operation, compared to peers, and the merger with OABC would continue to solidify the bank's performance. Such a bank
should deserve a tangible book multiple higher than peers.
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OABC Shareholder Lawsuit
After the announcement of the merger, OABC shareholder lawsuits popped up alleging breaches of fiduciary duty in connection with the sale. As
we discussed, and based on our original thesis, we would agree that the sale of OABC on the surface is at a low price. OABC shareholders should
be able to get nearly $30 a share, but let's take a second to think what the potential outcome could be.

We can either look at it from a short-term perspective or from a long-term perspective. The amount of money that shareholders would definitely
receive if a sale were to take place is the $13.125 per share in cash. The amount that is less obvious would be the actual price of the 0.4459
shares of SBSI. At the announcement of the merger, the value of SBSI shares and cash consideration would equal $26.71 for each share of
OABC. From the short-term perspective the 0.4459 shares of SBSI is too low especially considering the recent price drop. But we also have to
take into consideration a few other facts.

Banks in Texas have been performing well and have gained premium tangible book multiples compared to other banks in the US. We think that the
premium is in some cases is warranted, due to the attractive growth profile of some areas in Texas and good banking performance. A 2x tangible
book multiple for a well run bank in a normal economy is not high. Some market participants do not agree. According to Seeking Alpha, Southside
Bancshares has a fairly large 9.3% of float shorted and a short ratio of 24. For a community bank with a $520 million market cap that is a large
short interest, but is not too uncommon with the fairly well performing banks in Texas. Cullen Frost Bankers (CFR) is a larger peer with not nearly
as good performance as SBSI and has 7.6% of float shorted and a short ratio of 9. First Financial Bankshares (FFIN) also has 14% of float shorted
and a short ratio of 29. We think that the short negativity towards Southside Bancshares is a bit overdone and that continued performance could
lead to a short squeeze or plainly a higher price by the time a merger takes place.

If Southside were to be trading for 2.3 times tangible book and tangible book did not grow from the end of 2013, $13.61 a share, then the 0.4459
shares of SBSI and $13.125 in cash would be worth $27 a share or 8% higher than today's price. Also, if a merger is not completed then it is likely
that the market will re-rate SBSI shares back to the previous $30 a share. For OABC, there could also be another better bid if the merger with
SBSI falls through.

We agree the offer price for OABC is a bit low in the short-term, but from a long-term perspective OmniAmerican Bank shareholders benefit by
getting $13.125/share in cash now and a much better run bank in Southside Bancshares. SSBI will be able to squeeze more income out of
OABC's operations which should have attractive long-term potential from the Dallas/Fort Worth Metro area. We estimate that the OABC operations
could be producing $15-20 million in income in the first year of combined operations. Add to $45-50 million in income from SBSI and there could
be $60 million in pre-tax income in the first year.

Conclusion
The market's knee jerk reaction on the OmniAmerican/Southside Bancshares merger overlooked a few facts on the benefits for both shareholders.
In the short term, the consideration for OABC is a bit low, but the potential for the market to realize the benefits in the merger could send SBSI
shares higher and thus a higher price for OABC. OABC shareholders could also vote down the merger, and receive a better offer, but we feel the
long-term benefits of a merger benefits both OABC shareholders and SBSI shareholders.

Source: Southside Bancshares And OmniAmerican Bancorp Merger Insights

Additional disclosure: This article is meant for instructional purposes and not meant as a recommendation to buy or sell. The only kind of
intelligent investing is through your own due diligence.
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